ART. 76]
REDUCTION OF TWO FORCES.
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points Ay B, G lie in a straight line except when the three force components are zero.
These determinants are the coefficients of the several terms in the equation to the central plane. That plane is therefore indeterminate.
Expressions for these determinants in terms of the forces, without the intervention of coordinate axes, have been given in Art. 81.
74.   To find the equivalent forces.   We have seen that they may be made to act at any two points M19 M2 which lie on the straight line ABC.   The equation of
this straight line is evidently
This straight line is called
1    2/2-2/1 the central line of the two forces.
If two forces, not parallel to each other, are together astatically equivalent to two other forces, we may prove in an elementary manner that the four points of application lie in one straight line.
Let PI} P2 acting at Mlt M% be equivalent to Qlt Qz acting at N19 N2. Make Pl act parallel to N:N2 and take moments about $yv"2. It immediately follows that . Mz lies on N^. Similarly Mz lies on N^. Thus the central line is fixed in the body.
Take any two distinct points Ml9 M2 on the central line. Let the coordinates of the points thus chosen be (/, g, h) and (/', g', h'). Let (F, G, H), (F1, G', H') be the components of the forces at these two points. The forces will then be known when we have found (F, G, H) and (F', G', H').
Since this system of two forces is equivalent to the given system, the twelve elements must be the same for each system (Art. 12). We therefore have
Xx = Ff+F'f,       Xy Yx=Gf+G'f,       Y Zx=Bf+H'f'9     Zy=Hg + H'gf,     Z,=Hh + H'h',     Z0=H+H'. Any six of these equations determine F, G, H; F1, G', H' when/, g, h and/', g1, h are given.
75.    To show that whatever points are chosen on the central line, the forces at those points are always parallel to the same plane.
Supposing the system to be already reduced to two forces PI} P2 acting at some two points Ml , Ma , let us replace these by two other forces Qx , Q.2 acting at any other points JVj , N2 on the central line. The force Ql is the resultant of two forces which act parallel to P1 and P2 ; it is therefore parallel to any plane to which Pl and P2 are both parallel. In the same way the force Q% is parallel to the same plane.
It should also be noticed that the resultant of the two forces Px , P2 , when transferred parallel to themselves to act at the same point, is a force fixed in direction and magnitude.
76.    Referring to the determinantal conditions given in Art. 73, we see that if we substitute £, 77, f for the terms in any row in the first
determinant (repeated here in the margin) we have the equation of the plane containing the origin and the central line of the two resultant forces.
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